
Manipulation of Kiss1 Neurons by Optogenetic Method in 
Experimental Alzheimer's Disease Model

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder.

In AD patients, memory loss and cognitive disabilities develop. At

molecular level, the most prominent marker of AD is formation of

amyloid plaques. In addition, neurofibrilary tangles are formed around

the plaques. In AD, role of kisspeptin neurons and GPR54 receptor

system have not been explained very well. In the present study,

optogenetic methodology was used as an optinial method for acut

manipulations of neurons at Morris Water Maze (MWM) which is a

common used cognitive tests in AD studies.

MATERIALS & METHOD

CONCLUSION
These preliminary findings suggest that acute activation and inhibition of kisspeptin neurons in experimental AD model did not have any significant effect on
spatial learning and memory. We plan to further test the hypothesis with larger group size and using a different cognitive test since it is thought that ferrule
implantation could be a limiting factor on swimming ability of the animals. Acknowledgement: This study was supported by TÜBİTAK (Project # 115S327)

INTRODUCTION RESULTS

Figure 2: Representative confocal imaging of transfected cells and c-FOS staining of animals applied optogenetic and

control groups. a: Control, b: Td-Tomato, c: iCholoC2a (inhibition), d: ChR2 (activation) groups.

Figure 3: During trial days, platform finding time of mice of which kiss1 neurons were manipılated optogenetically. p>0.1,

Figure 8: During test day, after platform removing, time percentage spent in the platform area of mice of which kiss1

neurons were manipulated optogenetically. P>0.1

Figure 1: Represantative experimental design showing AAV injection, ferulle implantation, MWM 

planning and MWM analysis
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AD model was induced by infusion of Amyloid Beta (Aβ) in Dentat

Gyrus region of female Kiss1-CreGFP transgenic mice. CRE-dependent

virus (AAV-Flex-ChR2-YFP for activation / - iCholoC2A-dsRED for

inhibition) was injected into the hypothalamic Arcuate Nucleus (ARC) by

stereotaxic method for optogenetic manipulation of kisspeptin neurons.

Concomitant with the virus injection, a fiber optic cable with a diameter

of 200 μm was unilaterally placed 0.5 mm above ARC. Three weeks after

implantation, effects of activation and inhibition of kisspeptin neurons in

ARC region on cognitive functions were examined by MWM.

In the MWM test setup, the platform was placed in the southwest

quadrant, and for 5 consecutive days, the mice were put into the opacified

(milk powder) pool 4 times daily, facing the pool wall, and the location of

the platform was learned (trial). On the sixth day (test day), the platform

was removed and the swimming performance of the mouse was recorded

for 1 minute with a single shot. The path followed by the mice while

swimming in the tank, the time spent in the designated areas in the arena

and their swimming speed were analyzed with camera system

(Ethhovision-Noldus 6.0, UK).

Activation and control groups were given 10 Hz light stimulation, 1

second every 3 seconds during swimming. In the inhibition group,

continuous 2 mW light stimulation was applied during swimming.
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